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Watching whole categories (Patch)

Status
 Closed

Subject
Watching whole categories (Patch)

Version
1.9.x
2.x

Category
• Patch

Feature
Category
Watch (email notifications of changes)

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
gscherp

Volunteered to solve
gscherp

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
 (0) 

Solution
This patch contains the following new features:

• Whole categories can be watched. Notified events are the creation, deletion and modification of a category as well as the addition/removal of an object to/from a category.
• Changes of objects that were added to a category are watched, too.
• If an object is watched by a category it is shown on the "view-page" of this object next to the standard "watch"-icon.

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Comments

**Xavier de Pedro** 03 Jul 07 15:28 GMT-0000

Why don't you join the coders at irc, and request the ability to commit your nice patch (new and very nice feature 😊) directly to cvs?

They (I'm not coder) will appreciate it even better... 😊

---

**Marc Laporte** 20 Dec 07 13:13 GMT-0000

Thank you Guido for sharing this.

Watching categories makes it easier to use TikiWiki for a document workflow, and for wiki-based project management.

M ;-) 

---

**Xavier de Pedro** 09 Jan 08 12:17 GMT-0000

Hi:

I'm admin on a site which was (in theory) recently updated with 1.9.9 code, but I can't seem to watch categories... ?

http://precarios.org/categories

However, I can, with no problems on updated 1.10 sites...

Is it really ported to 1.9cvs also? Should it be available in 1.9.9?
The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item1186-Watching-whole-categories-Patch